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ABSTRACT: Finding frequent itemsets is one of the most important fields of data mining. Apriori algorithm is the most established algorithm for finding frequent itemsets from a transactional dataset; however, it needs to scan the dataset many times and to generate many candidate itemsets. Unfortunately, when the dataset size is huge, both memory use and computational cost can still be very expensive. In addition, single processor’s memory and CPU resources are very limited, which make the algorithm performance inefficient. Parallel and distributed computing are effective strategies for accelerating algorithms performance.

In this paper, we have implemented an efficient MapReduce Apriori algorithm (MRApriori) based on Hadoop-MapReduce model which needs only two phases (MapReduce Jobs) to find all frequent itemsets. And also using apache hive for data warehouse. we can generate reports by using hive.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining is the efficient discovery of previously unknown patterns in large datasets. It has attracted a lot of attention from both research and commercial communities for finding interesting information hidden in large datasets. One of the most important areas of data mining is association rule mining; its task is to find all subsets of items which frequently occur and the relationship between them by using two main steps: finding frequent itemsets (core step) and generating association rules Apriori is the most established algorithm for finding frequent itemsets from a transactional dataset; however, it needs to scan the dataset many times and to generate many candidate itemsets. Unfortunately, when the dataset size is huge, both memory use and computational cost can still be very expensive. In addition, single processor’s memory and CPU resources are very limited, which make the algorithm performance inefficient. Furthermore; because of the exponential growth of worldwide information, enterprises (organizations) have to deal with an ever growing amount of data. As these data grow past hundreds of gigabytes towards a terabyte or more, it becomes nearly impossible to process (mine) them on a single sequential machine. The solution for the above problems is parallel and distributed computing. Parallel and distributed computing offer a potential solution for the above problems if the efficient and scalable parallel and distributed algorithm can be implemented. Such easy and efficient implementation can be achieved by using Hadoop-MapReduce model which is a programming model for easily and efficiently writing applications that process vast amount of data in-parallel on large clusters of commodity hardware in a reliable, fault-tolerance manner.

II. MAPREDUCE MODEL

MapReduce is one of the earliest and best known models in parallel and distributed (cluster) computing area, created by Google in 2004, based on C++ language. It is a programming model and associated implementation for processing and generating large data sets in a massively parallel and distributed manner. One of the attractive qualities of MapReduce model is its simplicity; a MapReduce application (job) consists only of two functions, Map and Reduce functions. Developers write the map function that processes a key/value pair to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs, and the reduce function that merges all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key. Many data mining areas such as: association rule, clustering and classification algorithms have been implemented based on MapReduce model.

A. Hadoop Framework

Hadoop is an open source framework, created as an open source implementation of Google MapReduce architecture, based on Java language, sponsored by Apache Software Foundation. The Apache Hadoop software library is defined by Apache as “a framework that allows for the distributed processing of large data sets across clusters of computers using a simple programming model. It is designed to scale up from single servers to thousands of machines, each offering local computation and storage. Rather than rely on hardware to deliver high-availability, the library itself is designed to detect and handle failures at the application layer, so delivering a highly-available service on top of a cluster of computers, each of which may be prone to failures. It originally consists of two models: MapReduce; the programming model, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS); the distributed storage model which designed after Google File System (GFS). Now it supports additional models and systems such as: HBase; a distributed column-oriented database, Hive: a data warehouse system, Avro: a data serialization system, Chukwa: a data collection system, ZooKeeper: a high-performance coordination service for distributed application, and Pig: a high level data-flow processing system.
Hadoop-MAPReduce is a programming model for easily and efficiently writing applications which process vast amounts of data (terabyte or more data sets) in parallel on large clusters of commodity hardware in a reliable, fault-tolerance manner. A MapReduce program (job) partitions the input dataset into independent splits which are processed by the map tasks (map task per split) in a completely parallel manner. The Hadoop framework combines and stores the maps output as a set of intermediate key/value pairs which are then fetched as an input to the reduce tasks.

## III. RELATED WORK

As we mentioned in the previous two sections, the performance of sequential Apriori algorithm is inefficient, especially when dealing with huge data sets. Thus, parallel Apriori algorithms were proposed. But in general, parallel and distributed computing are wide and varied fields and come with many problems that were not exists in sequential computing; so, a lot of time and effort are needed to handle and solve those problems. Such problems are: load balancing, data partition and distribution, jobs assignment and monitoring, parameters passing between nodes...etc. As mentioned above, parallel and distributed computing are wide and varied fields but the key distinctions of Hadoop are its simplicity, scalability, and reliability which solve most (if not all) of the challenges and problems listed above easily and efficiently.

Because of the benefits of MapReduce model, some parallel Apriori algorithms are implemented using Hadoop-MAPReduce model. In general, we can classify those algorithms as two classes: one-phase and k-phases. In one-phase class; the algorithm needs only one phase (MapReduce job) to find all frequent itemsets.

## IV. PSEUDO-CODE

**Pseudo code for MRApriori Algorithm**

In k-phases class (k is maximum length of frequent itemsets); the algorithm needs k phases (MapReduce jobs) to find all frequent k-itemsets \[14, 15, 16\]: phase one to find frequent 1-itemset, phase two to find frequent 2-itemset, and so on.

**Fig: 1 Pseudo-code of One-phase Algorithm**

**Fig: 2 Pseudo-code of k-phases Algorithm & k=1**

**Fig: 3 Pseudo-code of k-phases Algorithm & k>=2**
VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new implementation of Apriori algorithm based on Hadoop-MapReduce model, called MRApriori algorithm. We have implemented MRApriori algorithm on single machine and distributed environment (cluster environment which contains three nodes cluster). The results showed that: one-phase algorithm is inefficient and impractical; k-phases algorithm is effective and has execution time close to our proposed algorithm since, the experiments were done on a single machine and the combine output records did not move from map worker to reduce worker over the network. Apache hive is also used to generating reports.
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